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ABSTRACT 

Infants' knowledge of the appearance-reality distinction was tested by analyzing 

their reaching skills. A total of twenty infants from two age groups (older group: mean 

18.1 months, younger group: mean 12.7 months) were encouraged to reach for and grasp 

glowing objects in the dark. There were non-deceptive and deceptive objects. The non-

decepfive objects looked similar in the light and dark and it was obvious to the infant 

where to reach for the objects in the dark. The deceptive objects looked different in the 

light and in the dark and there were no clues as to how to reach for these objects in the 

dark. Videotapes of infants' behaviors were scored based on the location and the 

appropriateness of the initial grasping attempt. Room dark time, reach onset time, 

contact time, and correction time (as needed) were also coded. Infants grasped the non-

deceptive objects appropriately more often than the deceptive objects, though they still 

grasped the deceptive objects appropriately on half or more of the trials. These findings 

indicate that infants in the second year of life are not captured by appearances but can 

organize an action on the basis of a remembered object. For deceptive objects, infants 

tended to initiate a reach sooner after the room was darkened when making an 

appropriate grasp than an inappropriate grasp. These findings indicate that the 

representation of deceptive objects may not be stored for long in memory when a 

competing representation is present. Finally, there was little evidence for age group 

differences in these data, which is surprising given the results of earlier studies. The 

infants' age and the reach onset delay may each influence the infants' performance on 

these tasks. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION 

When confronted with competing object representations, adults typically 

disregard an object's appearance and focus on their existing object knowledge to 

determine its reality. From a young age, children are capable of identifying non-

deceptive objects that are "not real", and at engaging in pretend play, but can they make a 

distinction between real and "not real" when an object's reality does not match its 

appearance? More importantly, when does this ability develop? 

The standard claim from previous research on appearance-reality (AR) distinction 

tasks is that two- and three-year-olds possess a cognitive deficit that prevents them from 

distinguishing reality from its representations (Chandler & Hala, 1994). New research 

indicates that the standard appearance-reality distinction task may underestimate young 

children's abilities. Whether the young child's difficulties are caused by some type of 

cognitive deficit or by developmentally inappropriate tasks has been debated in the 

research literature. 

Flavell (1998) argues that "young children are cognizant of cognitive connecdons 

to things but are relatively ignorant of the mental representations of the things these 

connections engender" (p.246). He also believes that the ability to understand AR 

distinction tasks requires this type of "metarepresentational knowledge" (Flavell, Flavell, 

& Green, 1987). In other words, children under the age of four do not understand that 

different viewers may have different mental representations of an object depending on 



where they are viewing it from and this inability prevents them from making the 

appearance-reality distinction. Flavell, Everett, Croft, and Flavell (1981) suggest that 

even after training, three-year-olds were unable to improve their perspective taking 

abilities. 

Others researchers believe that simply altering the AR distinction tasks would 

improve young children's performance (Chandler & Hala, 1994; Deak, Ray, & 

Brenneman, 2003; Flavell, Green, Flavell, 1989; Gauvain & Greene, 1994; King, 1971; 

Sapp, Lee, & Muir, 2000; Woolly & Wellman, 1990). They argue that young children 

have the mental capabilities to solve AR distinction tasks but they are being misidentified 

because the tasks are inappropriate. Future research needs to engage children in tasks 

that focus on their competencies rather than their nascent verbal abilities (Chandler & 

Hala, 1994). The standard AR distinction task has been criticized for being too passive, 

uninteresting, and verbally demanding. 

In infancy, object permanence tasks show the start of cognitive understanding. In 

these tasks, infants recognize that a hidden object is still physically present (Hood & 

Willatts, 1986). They distinguish the appearance (that the object is not visible) from the 

reality (that the object still exists). Can this type of representation be a precursor to the 

understanding of AR distinction tasks? This study addresses infants' ability to make this 

type of distincfion. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Throughout their lifefimes, people face situations in which they have to 

distinguish between how something currently appears to the senses and what it is in 

reality. This appearance-reality distinction occurs in everyday "misperceptions, 

misexpectations. misunderstandings, false beliefs, deception, play, and fantasy" (Flavell. 

Green & Flavell, 1986, p.l). This knowledge about appearance-reality distinctions 

"seems so necessary in everyday intellectual and social life that one can hardly imagine a 

society in which normal people would not acquire it" (Flavell, 1986, p.418). Adults are 

well aware that single entities can be represented in more than one way and that 

appearances may be deceiving (Flavell, 1986; Taylor & Flavell, 1984). Their "internal 

representations of external things" help them to make the appearance-reality distinction 

(Flavell, 1986). For example, actors are masters at creating different appearances or 

personas, frequently switching from one character to the next. The cynic would argue 

that politicians rely on appearances to develop their persona, and it is our job as voters to 

decipher reality from appearance. The appearance-reality distinction goes hand-in-hand 

with perspective taking, the realization that one object or event can be experienced 

differently by different people (Flavell et al., 1986). Flavell et al. (1986) state that the 

AR distinction, "is part of the larger development of our conscious knowledge about our 

own and others minds" (p.2). 



The question about when this distinction is apparent in children is important for 

our understanding of human development. At what age can children, when confronted 

with competing object representations, disregard the object's appearance and use other 

knowledge about the object to interpret what it "really and truly" is? We know that 

around three years of age children seem to be pretty proficient at pretend play and at 

identifying real and "not real" objects (Flavell, 1986), but is it possible that these 

distinctions occur earlier? And while most research shows that this type of knowledge 

does not appear to be developed in preverbal children, some researchers argue that young 

children know more about this distinction than they are credited for when appearance-

reality tasks require a verbal response of this understanding (Gauvain & Greene, 1994; 

King, 1971; McCarty, Sylvia, & Clifton, 2002; Sapp, Lee, & Muir. 2000). 

This chapter begins with a presentation of the opposing views of theorists who 

support a constructivist perspective and those who support an early competency 

perspective. Following this discussion, 1 review the existing children's AR disfinction 

literature. 1 start with the basic AR task and then explore alterations made to the task, 

including studies that compare tactile and visual tasks, those that vary the AR questions, 

and those that compare verbal and nonverbal tasks. Next, 1 review some studies that look 

at the pre-cursors to this ability in infants before ending with the goals of the current 

study. 



Constructivism versus Early Competency 

Flavell (1986) and others tend to follow a constructivist or Piagetian approach to 

development (Chandler & Hala, 1994; Flavell et al., 1987; Flavell et al., 1981; Flavell, 

Flavell, & Green, 1983). This approach views development as domain general. In other 

words, the construction of knowledge is seen as uniform across all cognitive domains. 

No one specific area of the brain is responsible for the successful completion of a specific 

task or set of tasks (Miller, 2002). The essential properties of the mind are seen as one 

and the same; all data are processed by the same mechanisms (Haliq, n.d.). Knowledge is 

accumulated via active exploration, and learning occurs when one adjusts his/her mental 

models to make room for new experiences (Constructivism, n.d.). Constructivists argue 

that by the active exploration of the individual, knowledge is "constructed" and that this 

knowledge becomes closer to resembling objective reality as the individual matures and 

becomes more competent (Goldhaber, 2000). Furthermore, Piaget proposed that 

newborns are bom with only a few sensory reflexes and three domain general processes: 

assimilation, accommodation, and equilibriation (Miller, 2002). This view suggests that 

infants come into the world with no innate knowledge and initially react to stimuli 

because of reflexive actions. With regard to the AR distinction, the constructivist view 

suggests that infants and young children are unable to complete these tasks because they 

lack the knowledge necessary for completion. 

Early competency advocates, on the other hand, often take a domain specific 

approach to development. The domain specific view suggests that children acquire 

specific rules and strategies to use on a specific task or set of tasks (Miller, 2002). This 



view stands in contrast with that of the constructivists primarily because nativists believe 

that knowledge is predetermined within the infant (Miller, 2002). They argue that 

subsequent learning is guided by certain domain-specific principles that control specific 

action systems (Haliq. n.d.). Within these specific domains lie modules, or information 

processing units, that are "preprogrammed to respond to specific sorts of information" 

(Miller, 2002, p.427). Furthermore, the knowledge in each action system develops at its 

own time frame (i.e. motor development may develop faster than language development). 

Early competency advocates suggest that, with regard to the AR distinction, infants and 

young children may have the knowledge necessary to complete these tasks if the tasks are 

tested in the correct domain. In other words, it is possible that infants and young children 

have the ability to tell the difference between appearance and reality, but lack the 

linguistic ability to verbalize their understanding. From an early competency perspective, 

previous tests on the AR distinction show language, not conceptual, limitations. 

Research with children 

The standard Appearance-Reality task with children. Flavell, Flavell, and Green 

(1983) introduced the basic appearance-reality distinction task. This task involves 

showing the child an object (e.g. a Charlie Brown doll) and then changing the object's 

appearance (e.g. covering the doll with a piece of white fabric with eye and mouth holes 

cut out; creating the appearance of a ghost). With the new appearance in sight, the child 

is asked two questions. One question is known as the appearance question: "When you 

look at this object with your eyes right now, what does it look like?" There is also a 



reality question: "What is this really and truly? Is it really and truly a ghost or really and 

truly Charlie Brown?" 

Flavell et al. (1983) reported on three experiments with three-, four-, and five-

year-olds. Experiment 1 consisted of two realistic-looking imitation objects (a rock-

sponge and a rubber pencil), a Charlie Brown doll that appeared to be a ghost when 

covered with a white handkerchief and a white card that appeared pink when placed 

behind a pink piece of plastic. Each object was demonstrated, either appearance-first or 

reality-first, and then the children were questioned on the object's appearance and reality. 

The three-year-olds made substantially more intellectual realism errors (reality answers to 

both questions) than the four- or five-year-olds on the rock-sponge task and the Charlie 

Brown-ghost task. They also made more phenomenism errors (appearance answers to 

both questions) on the rubber pencil task and white-pink card task than the four- or five-

year-olds. The four-year-olds had considerably fewer errors than the three-year-olds and 

the five-year-olds were almost errorless. Furthermore, the only errors made on the white-

pink card task were phenomenistic and the majority of the intellectual realism errors were 

made on the other three tasks. Flavell et al. (1983) suggest that this might be because 

"questions about properties may tend to elicit phenomenism errors (always reporting the 

appearance), and questions about identities, intellectual realism errors (always reporting 

the reality)" (p. 104). The card task had questions that referred to the object's property (or 

color) and the remaining three tasks had questions that referred to the object's identity 

(FlaveU et al., 1983). 



In Experiment 2, forty-eight preschool children (from 3 '/2 to 5 years old) were 

tested to see if questions of object properties would elicit phenomenism errors and if 

questions of object identities would elicit intellectual realism errors. The four realistic 

"fakes" used in this experiment included the rock-sponge (used in Experiment 1), a stone-

egg, an apple-candle, and a silk red carnation. The objects were viewed through a clear 

plastic sheet, a green (or blue) plastic sheet, and a magnifying lens or minifying lens. 

Each child was initially allowed to establish each object's real identity, color, and size 

before the deceptions took place. For the identity test, the object was placed behind a 

clear plastic sheet and the child was asked an appearance and a reality question. For the 

color test, a tinted plastic sheet (blue or green) was used. For the size test the 

magnifying/minifying lens was used. Each of the last two tests also included an 

appearance and a reality question. Although correct answers to both questions on all 

three tasks were more common than incorrect answers, both age groups (3 V2- to 4-year-

olds; 4 1/2- to 5-year-olds) appeared to make the same error patterns. That is, intellectual 

realism errors were primarily made on the identity tasks while phenomenism errors were 

primarily made on the property tasks (size and color). 

Experiment 3 was designed to replicate the findings of Experiment 2 with new 

materials and tasks. Forty children (20 3-year-olds and 20 4-year-olds) were tested on 

seven different tasks. The idenfity, color, and size tasks were similar to those used in 

Experiment 2, except the objects were different. The identity task involved the same 

rock-sponge but also included a rubber egg and a book-box. The color task included a 

magenta crayon placed behind a green plastic sheet, a red triangle placed behind a green 



plastic sheet, and an orange crayon placed behind a blue plastic sheet. The size task still 

used magnifying and minifying lenses, with a Nerf ball and a coffee mug viewed through 

the minifying lens, and the egg-rock viewed through a magnifying lens. The four new 

tasks included a distance task, a hidden task, an action task, and a shape task. The 

distance task included a piece of paper with an object drawn on it. This object appeared 

different when viewed at a distance than when it was viewed up close (i.e. a drawing of a 

face that appears to be a circle from a distance). The hidden task involved two objects, 

one that was large enough to obstruct the view of the other object (i.e. a stuffed bear and 

a little toy horse). In the action task, the experimenter performed an action that appeared 

to be entirely different when viewed from another perspective. For example, each child 

would view an experimenter from the front so it appears that she is reading a book and 

then would be moved to the side of the experimenter to see that she is really drawing a 

picture. The shape task involved objects that were distorted when placed in a glass of 

water. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the children showed some limited ability towards the 

appearance-reality distinction. They got both questions right on most tasks more 

frequently than they got both questions wrong. The predominant error pattern in both age 

groups for the size, shape, and color tasks was phenomenism errors. The older children 

performed significantly better on the hidden and action tasks than the younger children. 

Flavell et al. (1983) states that this is because "of an especially strong tendency (for the 

younger group) toward intellectual realism errors in these two tasks" (p.l 13). 

This study concluded that some appearance-reality disfinction abilities are seen as 

early as age three, but they are unstable, and while they improve with age, older children 



still make many errors (Flavell et al., 1983). Flavell et al. (1983) also concluded that 

children do not "respond randomly" to these types of tasks. Certain tasks appear to 

induce either phenomenism errors or intellectual realism errors (Flavell et al., 1983). 

Flavell (1986) hypothesized that three- and four-year-old children are not 

competent at differentiating appearances from reality; they have definite conceptual 

limitations. Flavell (1986) states that solving the AR distincfion task requires one to hold 

mutualh incompatible and contradictory properties to the same object at the same 

moment in time. Since young children tend to focus more on what an object "is", they are 

unable to grasp that an object can be something different than how it looks. Flavell 

(1986) states that the concepts of subjectivity and mental representations do not fully 

arise until the child is six or seven years old and that the ability to discuss their 

understanding of the AR distinction does not arise unfil the child is eleven or twelve 

years old. 

Tactile versus visual tasks. There have been some comparisons of tactile \'ersus 

visual tasks among younger children. For example, when a child touches a wet towel 

with gloves on, do they still think it feels wet? The results of these studies indicate that 

children may learn and retain more information with "hands-on" experience. These 

tactile tasks allow the visual experience to be linked with a sensory experience of feeling. 

Flavell, Green, and Flavell (1989) conducted a study on two- and three-year-old 

children comparing tactile tasks to visual tasks. The tactile tasks in Experiment 1 

involved children touching an ice cube (or wet towel) with their finger and then touching 

it again with a gloved finger. While touching the ice cube (wet towel) w ith their glo\ e 



on, they were asked two questions: ''Really and truly, is this ice cube (towel) cold (wet)?" 

and "Does this ice cube (towel)/t'c^/ cold (wet) to ihis finger?". The results were that 

81% of the children answered all the questions correctly. These results represent a 

substantial increase in success compared to previous work on AR tasks, which found that, 

on average, among these age groups, only 48% of the children passed the visual AR task 

(Flavell et al., 1989). 

In Experiment 2 of Flavell et al. (1989), children completed the same tactile task 

as in Experiment 1 only they wore an insulated glove on one hand and a noninsulated 

glove on the other hand. This change was made to control for the interpretation that 

children may have succeeded in the first experiment by applying the knowledge that a 

glove can protect the hand from feeling cold. After simultaneously touching each gloved 

finger to two different ice cubes, the experimenter asked the child if the ice cube was 

"really and truly" cold and about how the ice cube felt to each gloved finger. Visual 

appearance-reality tasks were also given to allow for within-subject comparisons. The 

visual tasks included a red bird cutout placed behind a green filter making it appear black 

(i.e. color task), a pencil held behind a prism giving the appearance of two pencils (i.e. 

number task), a pen that looks like a tube of toothpaste (i.e. object task), and a small 

picture of a smiley face held at a distance from the child making it appear to be a dot or 

spot (i.e. distance task). The results were that the children performed better on the tactile 

tasks than on the visual tasks. Furthermore, the children who completed the tactile tasks 

first performed notably better on both tasks than those who received the visual tasks first 

(FlaveU et al., 1989). 

n 



In Flavell et al.'s (1989) third experiment, additional controls were incorporated 

to determine if three-year-olds would again perform better on a tactile AR task than a 

visual AR task. The tactile tasks were the same as the visual tasks in that they compared 

number, wetness, and intactness and they established reality (visually and tactually) prior 

to the task. Furthermore, only tacfile information was available for the tactile task and 

only visual information was available during the visual task. For example, the intactness 

test involved a broken pencil (or dowel) taped to a card. The children identified it as 

being broken, visually and tactually, and were then shown an illusory stimulus. For the 

tactile test, the pencil was placed under several sheets of construction paper and covered 

with a piece of felt. The children then fek the pencil, which felt whole again, and were 

then asked if the pencil was "really and truly" broken and if it felt broken. The visual 

task involved covering the broken section of the dowel with a strip of white paper to give 

it the appearance of being intact. The children were asked if the dowel was "really and 

truly" broken and then asked if it looked broken. Once again, it was found that the 

children performed better on the tactile tasks than on visual tasks. It was also found that 

children who performed the tactile tasks first performed considerably better on both types 

of tasks than children who were given the visual tasks first, as in Experiment 2. 

The results of these three experiments indicate that children perform better on 

tactile AR tasks than on standard AR tasks. Children were able to verbalize the "not wet" 

or "not cold" feelings on their fingers even though the visual and tactile cues showed that 

the object really was cold or wet. These results led researchers to believe that the 

children did have an understanding of the difference between "feels" and "really and 
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truly is". The better performance on Experiments I and 2, when compared to Experiment 

3, would suggest that children perform better when "both the appearance and the reality 

continued to be perceptible...when the appearance and reality questions were asked" 

(Flavell et al., 1989, p.211). Although this type of task improved performance, it may be 

rarely seen in real life situations. That is, reality and appearance are rarely perceptible at 

the same fime (Flavell et al., 1989). 

Altering the Appearance-Reality disfinction quesfions. The basic appearance-

reality questions may cause confusion in young children that affects their performance on 

these t>pes of tasks. Several attempts have been made to ease the possible difficulty of 

these questions. Studies have attempted to change the basic questions by wording the 

question so the child has an opportunity to display the functional use of an object, by 

making the response options for the appearance question different from the response 

options for the reality question and by modifying the actual question wording. 

Displaying the funcfional use of a decepfive object may be easier than describing 

the identity of the same object (Gauvain & Greene, 1994). Furthermore, children's 

ability to display the functional use of objects suggests that they have some 

understanding of at least one stable property of objects (Gauvain & Greene, 1994). In 

order to reveal that children do grasp the concept of appearance-reality distinctions. 

Gauvain and Greene (1994) compared two-, three-, and four-year-olds' success on the 

basic AR task questions with new function questions. The appearance question was 

idenfical to the standard question (i.e., "What does this look like to your e>'es right 

now?") but the reality question provided the children with two option labels rather then 

13 



having them recall the correct word from memory (i.e., "For real, is this really and truly a 

(rock, pencil, candy, etc.) or really and truly a (sponge, toothbrush, magnet, etc.)?"). The 

function questions required each child to tell what kinds of activities he or she could do 

with each object and then show how he or she would use each object on some specific 

props. For example, a child would be presented with the pencil/toothbrush and then 

shown a doll and a piece of paper. The experimenter would then ask the child to 

demonstrate something he or she could do to the doll or paper with the pencil/ toothbrush 

(e.g., brush the doll's teeth or write on the paper). Gauvain and Greene (1994) found that 

children did, in fact, find it easier to describe the appearance of and display the functional 

properties of objects than to explain the identity of those same objects. 

Deak, Ray, and Brenneman (2003) suggest that while the basic appearance-reality 

task questions ("What is it really and trulyT and "What does it look likeT) should 

indicate different meanings, three- and four-year-old children may respond as if they are 

the same questions. This misunderstanding may be due to limited knowledge of word 

meaning or the ambiguity of the questions themselves. Deak et al. (2003) propose that 

since the two basic task questions pose the same response options for each question (e.g. 

"Is it really and truly a rock or a sponge?" and "To your eyes right now, does it look like 

a rock or a spongeT), children may not realize they are being asked two very different 

questions. It is suggested that changing the AR predicates (e.g. "really and truly" and 

"looks like") and testing word knowledge prior to giving the AR tasks should help 

children in mastering the appearance-reality tasks (Deak et al., 2003). 



In Experiment 2 of Deak et al. (2003), sixty-four preschoolers (3- and 4-year-

olds) were tested on their understanding of the standard AR questions versus the new, 

modified AR questions. The PPVT-R (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised) was 

also used to assess word knowledge. Half of each age group was assigned to either the 

standard question group or the modified question group. The modified questions were: 

"Do you really use it as..." and "Is its color and shape like..." The items used in the AR 

tasks were either moderate or high in deceptiveness and included: an apple-shaped 

candle, a shell-shaped soap, a lipstick-shaped pen, a book-shaped box, a peanut-shaped 

eraser, and a candy-shaped magnet. Although changing the predicates did not seem to 

have much effect on children's performance, the results from the vocabulary tests suggest 

that, "young children's performance in the object AR test is associated with general 

linguistic and question-answering skills rather than the ability to represent changing 

beliefs about identity or to hold multiple representations of an objecf' (Deak et al., 2003, 

p.958). 

While the results of these two studies seem rather circumstantial, the} do lead to 

important information regarding the verbal skills necessary to complete the AR tasks. 

Deak et al. (2003) did not find changing the AR question predicates helpful, but they did 

provide important information about the vocabulary skills necessary to answer AR 

questions correctly and/or appropriately. While Gauvain and Greene (1994) found that 

altering the reality questions to provide object label choices decreased the amount of 

memory recall the children had to use, it appeared more effective to have the children 

"act ouf the funcfions of the deceptive objects. These types of tasks that do not involve 

15 



a verbalization of AR understanding overcome the linguistic gaps between young 

children and adults. 

Nonverbal Appearance-Reality distinction tasks. Some researchers argue that 

verbal tasks assessing the child's ability to distinguish between an object's appearance 

and identity may not show the child's true knowledge. Children may understand that an 

object's appearance is different from its true identity at some level, but they may not be 

able to verbalize this understanding or they may be confused by the task questions. King 

(1971), Flavell (1993), and Sapp et al. (2000) tested children's performance on nonverbal 

AR tasks. 

King (1971) tested four-, five-, and six-year-olds on their understanding of 

conservation of length using a verbal task and a nonverbal puzzle task. This type of 

experiment avoided the ambiguous appearance-reality questions and allowed for a 

response independent of linguistic ability. An 8" stick and an 8.5" stick were placed into 

the Mueller-Lyer illusion, making the 8" stick appear to be longer than the 8.5" stick. 

For the verbal task, the children were asked a reality question ("Which stick is really 

longer?") and an appearance quesfion ("Which one just looks longer?"). Only 30% of the 

children answered both questions correctly. Each child was then given more training 

with the task before the nonverbal tasks were presented. For the nonverbal tasks children 

were presented with two puzzles to solve. One puzzle involved making a bridge (where 

only the 8.5" stick worked) and the other required placing a stick into a corresponding 

puzzle slot (only the 8" stick worked). Fifty-eight percent of the children passed both 

16 



tests. Hence, more children solved the nonverbal tests than the verbal tests (58% versus 

30%). 

Flavell (1993) provides another example of a nonverbal task using a white card 

and a blue color filter. The white card is placed under the blue filter in front of the child 

and a small precut piece of the card is then removed in the experimenter's closed hand. 

The experimenter then places that small piece of white card on the table along with a 

piece of blue card the same size and shape and asks the child: "Which is the piece I just 

took out of the card?". This technique gave the children the opportunity to simply point 

to either the blue or white piece of card and got rid of the possibly confusing "really and 

truly" statement (Flavell, 1993). Although the altered task got rid of the seemingly 

confusing "really and truly" expression and did not require a verbal response, the three-

year-olds did not find this task any easier than the standard AR tasks. 

In a study by Sapp et al. (2000), a comparison was made between three-year-olds' 

performance on verbal and nonverbal response tasks to see if reduction of linguistic 

demands would increase positive results. Their results found no support for the idea that 

young children's difficulties in appearance-reality distinction were the effect of a 

cognitive deficit. In other words, they did not believe that children were unable to 

complete these types of tasks simply because they were not developmentally ready. In 

fact, almost all of the children in their study were able to correctly respond nonverbal I y to 

the appearance and reality requests for their decepfive objects (e.g.. "1 want to take a 

picture of something that looks like a rock...can you help me?"; child picks out rock-

sponge from group; and "1 want a sponge to wipe up some spilled water.. .can you help 



me?"; child again picks out rock-sponge from group). In contrast, in the verbal response 

set, only half of the children responded correctly to the appearance and reality questions 

regarding the deceptive objects (e.g. "What does this look like?" and "What is it 

really?"). 

While the three studies noted above have varied results. King (1971) and Sapp et 

al. (2000) did show that children's knowledge of AR tasks improved with the use of 

nonverbal tasks. Although the results to the nonverbal AR distinction task studies appear 

rather circumstantial, they do suggest that children as young as three years old have some 

understanding of the distinction that they are unable to express verbally. 

Summary. Flavell (1986) hypothesized that children lack the conceptual abilities 

to differentiate appearances from reality until they are six or seven years old. 

Specifically, solving the AR disfinction task requires that the child give mutually 

incompatible and contradictory properties to the same object at the same moment in time. 

Young children may be unaware that there can be a distinction between appearances and 

reality, and may try to decide what single thing an object "is" In contrast, older children 

can resolve the contradiction by identifying one representation of the object with its 

present appearance and another with its identity. 

Subsequent research has not supported a strong interpretation of the abilities 

required to solve appearance-reality distinction tasks. Young children do perform better 

than predicted by FlaveU's (1986) hypothesis on tactile tasks, tasks that ask different but 

conceptually similar questions, and nonverbal tasks. 1 turn now to the infant literature to 

search for the beginnings of these abilities. 



Research with infants 

While the research presented thus far has been with children, it is also possible to 

trace the beginnings of the AR distinction in research with infants and toddlers. Whereas 

verbal tasks can be used with children, nonverbal tasks must be used with infants and 

toddlers. These tasks focus on object knowledge and reaching actions. Below is a 

review of relevant object knowledge research. 

Clifton, Rochat, Litovsky, and Perris (1991) studied infants' reaching abilities to 

determine what infants know about an object's location, size, and shape. Thirty-two six-

and seven-month-old infants were presented with different-sized sounding objects in the 

dark to determine if they reached for the sound or for a particular sounding object. 

Clifton et al. (1991) propose that if the infants' actions in the dark are guided by a stored 

representation of the object, they will reach for the object and not the sound. Two rings 

with varying diameters were presented to the infants in the light. The large ring had bells 

attached to it, and the smaller ring had a rattle attached to it. Once the infants became 

familiar with the objects, the objects were presented in the dark. (Note: the sounding 

objects were attached in the same spatial location on each ring.) In both the light and 

dark trials, infants reached with two hands (toward the perimeter) more often for the large 

object and with one hand more often for the small object. Clifton et al's. (1991) results 

indicated that the 6-month-olds associated each sound with the object that emitted that 

sound (in the light trials) and used that sound to reach appropriately and differently for 
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the objects in the dark. They did not simply reach for the sound emitted in the dark, 

rather they used their knowledge to guide their reaching. 

Needham (1999) also looked at whether 9.5- and 12-month-old infants would 

reach differently for objects based on their stored object knowledge. A striped wooden 

rectangular-shaped block was presented to the infants. The block was composed of two 

smaller blocks glued together for the single-object display and left separate for the two-

object display. During the single-object display condition, the experimenter held and 

presented the block with one hand grasping the center of the block. In the two-object 

display condition, the experimenter held the blocks with two hands to show that they 

were separate blocks before placing them together and presenting them to the infant. 

Following familiarization, the block or blocks were again presented to the infant. This 

time the event did not involve any experimenter manipulation; the block was covered by 

a box and moved within the infant's reach. The composition of the block (as 1 or 2 

objects) was unknown to the infant until he or she grasped it, but it was always opposite 

of what the infant experienced during familiarization. Hence, those familiarized with two 

objects were tested with one object, etc. If the infants were familiarized with the single-

object display, both the 9.5- and 12-month-old infants reached with one hand and grasped 

the block in the center. If the infants were familiarized with the two-object display, the 

twelve-month-old infants reached with two hands and avoided grasping the block in the 

center. In contrast, the 9.5-month-olds reached with one hand and grasped the block in 

the center. The results suggest that the twelve-month-old infants used their prior 

knowledge of the object(s) seen during the familiarization to guide their actions. The 9.5-
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month-olds used the perceptual information currently available to their senses (i.e., they 

saw only 1 block) and organized their actions based on that information. The younger 

infants have not yet appeared to gain the ability to keep the demonstrated composition of 

the object in mind when guiding their actions. 

McCarty et al. (2002) examined how twelve- and eighteen-month-old infants 

reached in the light and in the dark for deceptive objects. The objects had a small glow-

in-the-dark item embedded in their centers. When the lights were turned off each object 

appeared to be smaller than it was in the light. During the light trials, the objects were 

presented to the infants as is. In the dark trials, the objects were first shown out of reach 

to the infant, then the lights were darkened and the object was moved into the child's 

reaching space. McCarty et al. (2002) measured the location of the infants' first reach for 

the object. In the light, infants from both age groups reached for the perimeter of the 

whole object. In the dark, twelve-month-old infants primarily reached for the glowing 

object. In contrast, the eighteen-month-old infants reached for the perimeter of the whole 

object on the majority of trials. Hence, the twelve-month-old infants were captured by 

the object's current appearance whereas the eighteen-month-old infants were able to 

remember and organize their reach for the whole object. 

The results of the infant research discussed in this section suggest that infants are 

able to use prior knowledge to guide their actions. Additionally, McCarty et al. (2002) 

suggest that eighteen-month-old infants can use this knowledge to solve appearance-

reality distinction tasks. 
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Goals of the study 

The infant research indicates that infants can use object knowledge to organize 

their reaching and McCarty et al. (2002) suggested that eighteen-month-old infants can 

use this knowledge to figure out appearance-reality distinction tasks. One limitation to 

this study is that it did not rule out the possibility that the infants were using a global 

strategN to solve the task. In other words, since all of the objects in the McCarty et al. 

(2002) study were large in the light and appeared small in the dark, it is possible that the 

older infants might have learned to reach big and move their hands in until they touched 

the object. My goal is to replicate the McCarty et al. (2002) results and extend the 

findings by eliminating the possibility of infants forming a global strategy (such as the 

"reaching big" strategy). This goal will be accomplished by using objects that appear the 

same size in the light as in the dark (a small one and a large one) and objects whose 

appearances in the dark do not match their real appearance (one is big in the light but 

looks small in the dark and vice versa). 

To test the possibility that pre-verbal infants can distinguish between appearance 

and reality, two groups of children, around twelve and eighteen months old, were used 

for this study. The infants were presented with non-deceptive and deceptive 

experimental objects. The non-deceptive objects are the same size in the light as in the 

dark. The deceptive objects have an appearance in the dark that is different from their 

actual appearance. 

It is hypothesized that the younger infants would be captured visually by the 

appearance of the deceptive objects in the dark and would try to reach for what is visible. 



By 18 months, infants are expected to organize their reaching action in the dark based on 

what they saw in the light. Therefore they will reach appropriately (i.e., reach for the 

perimeter of the large objects and directly towards the smaller objects) for both the 

deceptive and non-deceptive objects. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

Participants 

Twenty infants were included in this study. Ten were placed in a younger age 

group (mean 12.7 months, SD 1.2 months, youngest 11.0 months, oldest 14.4 months, 4 

girls and 6 bo>s) and ten were placed in an older age group (mean 18.1 months, SD 1.5 

months, youngest 15.1 months, oldest 20.0 months, 5 girls and 5 boys). Three additional 

infants participated but were not included because they either did not understand the 

"game" of reaching for and grasping the objects or they became fussy in the dark and 

refused to participate. Children's names and birthdays were obtained from consent forms 

distributed at local childcare programs and signed by the child's parent. The consent 

forms were distributed to the parents when they came to pick up their children from the 

childcare facility. Each child received a T-shirt and a certificate of appreciation for his or 

her participation. 

Procedure 

When a child arrived at the designated daycare room or the University research 

room, the purposes and procedures of the study were described to the adult and the 

consent form was collected. The child was seated on the adult's lap or in a booster seat. 

In the warm-up period, small and large objects were presented to children in the 

light to familiarize them with the task and to ensure that they reached appropriately for 
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large and small objects. Specifically, infants should reach directly for the small object 

with one hand, and for the perimeter of the large object possibly with two hands. 

During the experimental trials, children were presented with deceptive and non-

deceptive objects attached with Velcro to the end of a wooden dowel. The objects were 

presented on the end of a dowel so that the infant could not imitate the way in which the 

experimenter held the object. The non-deceptive objects appeared the same size in the 

dark as in the light and the deceptive objects were assembled so that only a portion of the 

object was visible in the dark. Each object was shown out of reach of the infant in the 

light, then the room was darkened and the object was moved within the infant's reach. 

The goal was to try and get each infant to remove the object from the Velcro on the 

dowel. Hence, they had to reach in a way that would facilitate grasping not just touching, 

the object. Occasionally, an infant was not strong enough to completely remove the 

object from the dowel, but this was not a requirement for including the data from a trial. 

Each infant was given social reinforcement (e.g., clapping and saying "yeah") 

from the participating adult and the experimenter to encourage him/her to initiate or 

continue to reach. When an infant hesitated to reach for the object, it was suggested to 

the adult that they draw attention to the object by asking the infant for the object. The 

experimenter asked each adult not to label the object by shape or size to prevent giving 

away physical cues about the deceptiveness of the object (e.g., "Could you hand me 

that?" and "Will you get that for me?"). 

The infants were presented with one object from each category (i.e.. non-

deceptive large, non-deceptive small, deceptive large, and deceptive small) two 
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consecutive fimes on trials 1-8. This pattern was repeated for trials 9-16. A trial lasted 

until the child reached for the object or became fussy. Some non-experimental trials with 

novel objects took place in a lit room throughout the experiment as necessary to keep the 

infant's interest. The trials were videotaped using an infrared camera and infrared 

lighting. 

Experimental Objects 

The non-deceptive small objects included a circular (5 cm diameter) glow-in-the-

dark smile> face (see Figure 1 A) and a circular (7 cm diameter) glow-in-the-dark peace 

sign (see Figure IB). The non-deceptive large objects consisted of a wooden rectangle 

(30 cm X 15'/2 cm) with a glowing perimeter (see Figure IC) and a wooden circular target 

(20'/2 cm diameter) with a glowing perimeter (see Figure ID). The deceptive large 

objects consisted of a glow-in-the-dark flower embedded in a larger (28 em x 14/4 cm) 

rectangle (see Figure IE) and a glowing star embedded in a larger (12'/2 em x 121/2 cm) 

square (see Figure IF). The deceptive small objects (so named because the appropriate 

reach was to the smaller center) consisted of a large (18'/2 cm diameter) circular object 

with a glowing laminated paper perimeter and a knob in the center (see Figure 1G) and a 

large (30'/2 cm diameter) circular object with a glowing perimeter (covered by a larger 

plastic circle) and a handle in the center (see Figure IH). 

Some infants were presented with all eight objects throughout their session while 

others were presented with only four of the objects (i.e. objects lA, IC, IE, IG). This 

occurred because some infants were tested before objects IB, ID, IF, and IH were built. 
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Infants who received all eight objects during their session were presented with each 

object twice. Those who received only four objects were presented with each object four 

fimes. The possible differences between these two groups with respect to learning will be 

explored in the results section. 

Scoring 

Each trial was viewed on videotape in slow-motion and still frame mode, as 

necessary (see the Appendix for the complete scoring manual). Every trial was scored on 

the reach/grasp location (i.e., center or perimeter) and on appropriateness of reaching 

location. Appropriate reaching differed for each object. For non-deceptive objects, it 

involved reaching for what was visible. For the decepfive objects, it involved reaching to 

a location not visible in the dark (i.e., the perimeter of the deceptive large objects and the 

center of the deceptive small objects). The percentage of appropriate reaches was 

computed for each participant as a function of condition (deceptive versus non-

deceptive). Infants who reached for the visible portion of the deceptive objects received 

a low percentage score of appropriate grasps and infants who reached appropriately for 

the objects received a high score. This percentage was calculated during the overall 

session and was also computed in other ways as detailed in the results section. 

Several timing measures were also coded for each trial, including room dark time, 

reach onset time, contact time, and correction time. Room dark time was defined as the 

time when a significant change in lighting was first seen. The reach onset time was 

defined as the forward movement of the hand that resulted in contact with the object. If 
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there was a significant pause in a child's reaching motion, then reach onset was recorded 

as the forward movement after the pause. Contact time was defined as the time when the 

child's hand/fingers first touched the object. This does not include contact with the 

object during a push or point. A correction time was recorded only in trials where the 

infant first reached non-appropriately and then corrected his/her grasp accordingly. 

Correction time was coded as the time when the hand or fingers first reached the object at 

the appropriate grasp location. 

Trials 

A total of 320 total trials were expected (20 participants x 16 trials) and 

approximately 280 were recorded and usable. This discrepancy occurred because some 

sessions were not completed by the child due to distractions, fussiness, fear of the dark, 

etc. Also, some trials were coded as bad trials or mistrials. A bad trial occurred when a 

behavior presented by the experimenter or child caused the trial to end abruptly. For 

instance, if the experimenter moved the object in too close to the infant for a reach to 

occur (i.e., 1-3 inches from the child's body) or bumped the object into a child's hand or 

foot, the trial was coded as a bad trial. Furthermore, a trial was coded as bad if a child 

used his/her feet to kick an object off of the dowel. A mistrial was used only in reference 

to one of the deceptive-small objects (e.g., the circular object with a glowing perimeter 

and a knob in the middle). If a child grasped and removed the object by the glowing 

paper perimeter, a mistrial was recorded. Since the object's design unexpectedly allowed 

for two feasible points of removal (i.e., the glowing laminated paper perimeter and the 
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knob), any grasp resulting in removal of the object from the dowel had to be coded as an 

appropriate grasp. This was in direct contrast to the other objects that allowed for only 

one appropriate grasp location per object (i.e., center or perimeter). 
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A: non-deceptive small smiley face 

C: non-deceptive large rectangle 

E: deceptive large flower 

B: non-deceptive small peace sign 

D: non-deceptive large target 

F: decepti\c large star 

G: deceptive small knob H: deceptive small handle 

Figure 1: The experimental objects. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

1 begin by comparing grasping performance on the deceptive versus non-

deceptive objects. Next I focus on a description of the timing data, followed by a 

presentation on evidence for learning when reaching for the deceptive objects. I will also 

present an analysis of the individual objects and finish with a comparison of the data 

from this study with the earlier study by McCarty et al. (2002). 

Due to the limited number of infants who participated in this research (n=20), 

alpha levels up to .10 will be considered and discussed. This level is more generous than 

the traditional alpha of .05. Data from additional infants will be collected before we 

present these data at SRCD in April, 2005. 

Deceptive and non-deceptive objects 

The percentage of appropriate grasps was computed for each infant separately for 

the deceptive and non-deceptive objects (see Table 1). A 2 (deceptive/non-deceptive) x 2 

(age groups) ANOVA was conducted on these data. There was a higher percentage of 

appropriate grasps for the non-deceptive objects than for the decepfive objects, F (1, 18) 

= 90.42, j9 < .001. There was no effect of group, F ( l , 18) = 1.28,/? < .27 and no 

significant Group x Condifion interacfion, F ( l , 18) = 2.02,p < .17. Hence, infants 

grasped the non-deceptive objects appropriately more than the deceptive objects, but the 
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hypothesized interaction did not occur. Later in the results section 1 will present more 

data relevant to these findings. 

Table 1: Mean Percentage of Appropriate Grasps as a Function of 

Group and Condition (SD in parenthesis). 

Group 

Younger 

Older 

Deceptive 

50.1 (7.6) 

59.5(13.4) 

Condition 

Non-deceptive 

91.5(10.8) 

90.1 (13.6) 

Timing 

On each trial, the room was darkened, the glowing object was moved to within the 

infants reaching space, and the infant was encouraged to reach for the object. If the 

child's initial grasp attempt was inappropriate, then the child may have corrected his or 

her hand to grasp the object appropriately. For each trial, scorers coded room dark time, 

fime of reach onset, fime of first contact with object, and time of correction of non

appropriate grasp when applicable. These times were used to compute durations of 

different segments of the action sequence. On average (i.e., across all children and all 

trials), the reach was initiated 1.95 s after the room darkened, and lasted 0.84 s. Adding 

these numbers, an average of 2.80 s lapsed from when the room darkened to when the 

infant made first contact with the object. It took the infants an additional 3.22 s to make a 

correction on trials in which they attempted to grasp an object inappropriately. 
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For trials with deceptive objects, I compared delay of reach onset on appropriate 

versus non-appropriate grasps. 1 was interested in determining whether reach onset 

occurred more quickly when infants were to make an appropriate grasp than when they 

were to make an inappropriate grasp. A 2 (deceptive objects outcomes) x 2 (age groups) 

ANOVA was conducted on these data. Infants tended to initiate the reach sooner when 

they were going to make an appropriate grasp (M= 1.51 s) than a non-appropriate grasp 

(A/= 2.11 s), F (1, 18) = 3.71,/7 < .07. There was not a significant effect of group and no 

interaction (both Fs < 1.0). A post-hoc paired-sample t-test was conducted on the data 

from the older group, and they were significantly faster to initiate the reach when they 

were going to make an appropriate grasp {M = 1.61 s), than when they were going to 

make an inappropriate grasp (M= 2.36 s), / (9) = 2.36, p < .043. Keeping a 

representation of the deceptive part of the object in working memory may be important 

for succeeding on this task (see the discussion for more details). 

Learning across trials 

There are three ways that 1 looked for evidence of within-session learning as 

infants reached for the deceptive objects. One focused on performance in the first versus 

the second half of the session. Another focused on the first and second presentations of 

each decepfive object, because each object was presented twice in a row. Finalh, some 

children were presented with a total of four deceptive objects, whereas other children 

were presented with only two deceptive objects. 1 compared the performance of children 

who were presented with the same two deceptive objects throughout the session (i.e.. 
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objects 1E and IG presented 4 times each) with children who were presented with all 

four deceptive objects throughout the session (i.e., objects 1E-IH presented 2 times 

each). 

The percentage of appropriate grasps for the deceptive objects was determined 

separately for the first (trials 1 - 8) and second half (trials 9 16) of the session. I decided 

that children had to have two or more usable trials in each half of the session for their 

data to be included. Hence, the data from three infants were excluded from these 

analyses, leaving eight and nine infants from the younger and older groups, respectively. 

A 2 (age groups) X 2 (session half) ANOVA was computed on the data. There was a 

tendency for infants to make more appropriate grasps in the second half (M = 64%) of the 

session than in the first half (M= 49%), F ( l , 15) = 3.07, p < .10, which provides some 

evidence for learning during the session. Also, the older group tended to have more 

appropriate grasps (M = 62%) than the younger group (M = 50%), F (1, 15) = 4.48, p = 

.051. 

Each time in which there were usable data from consecutive deceptive object 

trials I coded whether the reach was appropriate or non-appropriate for the first and 

second pair of trials. The percentage of appropriate grasps was then computed for the 

first and second trials of each pair for each child. If infants were learning from one trial 

to the next, then I would expect the percentage of appropriate grasps to increase between 

the first and second pairs of trials. The younger group had an appropriate grasp on 50% 

and 52% of trials on the first and second pair, and the older group had an appropriate 

grasp on 55% and 62% of trials on the first and second pair, respectixely. A 2 (age 
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groups) X 2 (pairs) ANOVA was conducted on these data and there were no significant 

differences. Hence there is no evidence for extremely short-term trial-to-trial learning 

among these children. 

Finally, eight infants (4 from each group) received just two deceptive objects 

whereas twelve infants (6 from each group) received four deceptive objects. The first 

eight children were tested before the other objects were built. If repeated exposure to a 

decepti\ e object improved performance, then infants who received the same two 

deceptive objects throughout the session should perform better in the second half of the 

session than infants who received four different deceptive objects throughout the session 

(i.e., 2 deceptive objects in trails 1-8 and 2 new deceptive objects in trials 9-16). Infants 

from the younger group had 58% and 69% appropriate grasps in the second half of the 

session in the same and different object groups, respectively. Infants from the older 

group had 73% and 60% appropriate grasps in the second half of the session in the same 

and different object groups, respectively. No statistics were done on these data, but only 

infants from the older group matched the prediction of increased learning from repeated 

exposure to the same objects. 

In summary, the only evidence for within-session learning comes from a 

comparison of deceptive object performance on the first and second half of the session, 

where infants tended to have a higher percentage of appropriate grasps later in the 

session. 
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Individual objects 

The percentage of appropriate grasps was determined for each individual object to 

determine whether the design of each object met our criteria as a deceptive or non-

deceptive object. There were two non-deceptive small objects, a smiley face and a peace 

sign. Children grasped appropriately for each of those objects on 100% of trials. There 

were two non-deceptive large objects, a rectangle and a target. Children grasped 

appropriately on 82% and 86% of trials for the rectangle and the target, respectively. On 

other trials they attempted to grasp the objects in the center, which was not possible for 

these objects (though it would have been appropriate for the deceptive small objects). 

The deceptive small objects included a knob and a handle. The handle was 

grasped appropriately on 55% of trials. Infants grasped the knob appropriately on 100% 

of trials. On other trials infants grasped directly for the glowing laminated paper ring 

around the perimeter and were able to grasp and remove the object. These trials were 

coded as mistrials because the goal with this object was that it not be remo\ able by this 

method. Nevertheless, one can make a post-hoc argument that on mistrials the deceptive 

object tricked the infants. Robinson, McKenzie, and Day (1996) reported that infants 

grasp handles when they are available, so it may be that the infants did not remember the 

deceptive part of this object and just reached for the non-decepfive part. A total of 

eighteen trials were coded as mistrials. If these are recoded as inappropriate grasps, 

infants' percentage of appropriate grasps would be at 65% for this object (instead of 

100%), which is more consistent with the percentage for the handle. 
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The deceptive large objects included a flower and a star. Infants grasped the 

flower appropriately on 15% of trials and the star on 74% of trials. The discrepancy 

between these two objects is curious and may reflect the size difference among the 

objects. The perimeter was much closer on the star than on the flower, so an inaccurate 

reach for the star may be coded as appropriate, whereas an inaccurate reach for the flower 

probably would not be coded as appropriate. Other explanations of these data may also 

be plausible. 

Comparison w ith earlier study 

McCarty et al. (2002) conducted the first study on the AR distinction with infants. 

Their design included light trials in which the enfire object was visible and dark trials in 

which just the glowing portion of an object was visible. They measured the percentage of 

reaches to the perimeter of the whole object, which is equivalent to my measure of the 

percentage of appropriate reaches. They reported that infants made appropriate reaches 

on 24% and 60% of dark trials at twelve- and eighteen-months, respectively. The 

percentages for the eighteen-month-olds between the two studies are consistent (59% 

versus 60%). However, the percentages for the twelve-month-olds are not very 

consistent (50% versus 24%). This difference probably reflects our difficulties with the 

deceptive small object. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Summary 

Overall, infants reached more appropriately for the non-deceptive than the 

deceptive objects, but appropriate reaches for the deceptive objects were at or above 

50%. Contrary to expectations, the percentage of appropriate reaches did not vary by 

age. It was predicted that the older infants would have more appropriate reaches for the 

deceptive objects, but the results indicated to me that there were no significant 

differences between the two age groups. The analysis of the data also showed that infants 

were faster to initiate their reach on trials with appropriate grasp attempts than on trials 

with inappropriate grasp attempts. This was especially true for the older group and may 

indicate that as the delay lengthens between when the room darkens and the reach begins. 

infants are more likely to forget the deceptive part of the object and reach for what is 

visible. 

With regard to the deceptive objects, some evidence for learning can be seen in 

the tendency for the infants to make more appropriate grasps during the second half of 

the session. Also, older infants who were presented with just two deceptive objects 

throughout the session did slightly better than those who were presented with novel 

deceptive objects in the second half of the session. The infants may have been learning 

about an object's deceptiveness due to repeated exposure. 
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In the pages that follow, 1 will relate the results to the appearance-reality 

distinction, discuss evidence for learning, link the findings to ideas concerning domain 

specific processing, and present some limitations of this study. 

Appearance-Reality Distinction 

The argument that infants understand the AR distinction can be made from the 

results. Specifically, infants grasped the deceptive objects appropriately on half of the 

trials. With respect to time of reach onset, infants tended to initiate their reach sooner 

when they were to make an appropriate grasp than a non-appropriate grasp. Even though 

some infants struggled with the competing representations of the deceptive objects, they 

also seemed to take longer to analyze the deceptive objects since they were confused by 

its appearance in the dark. The argument can be made that infants failed on the deceptive 

object tasks because of a short-term memory limitafion rather than because they failed to 

understand the task. If infants failed to understand the task they would not be expected to 

show evidence of improvement over time. However, the infants made more appropriate 

grasps in the second half of the session than in the first half This finding indicates that 

they were learning about the deceptiveness of the objects. 

The conclusion that infants succeeded in making the distinction between an 

object's appearance and its reality can also be inferred from viewing the videotapes of 

several trials. The development of the appearance-reality distinction is readily observed 

from viewing the videotaped sessions. Several of the younger children appeared to "act 

on impulse" and reach for what was visible in the dark, while several older infants 
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appeared to "think" before reaching for the "real" object in the dark. Others played out 

the struggle with their competing representations of the object during the reach. For 

instance, one child immediately started her reach for the glowing flower when the room 

darkened, hesitated mid reach, and adjusted her hands to grasp the perimeter of the non-

visible rectangle. Several children exhibited this type of behavior as if they were 

seemingly captured by the object's appearance in the dark, but then remembered that it 

was not the object's "graspable identity" and hence reached appropriately. 

In conclusion, a majority of the infants in this study completed the deceptive 

object part of this task with litfie difficulty. The quesfion as to whether infants have a 

short-term working memory limitation when attempting to solve this problem remains. 

Learning 

Learning can be conceptualized as the act of gaining knowledge through 

experience. Furthermore, the skills gained with learning seem to vary with the amount of 

experience. In this study, two categories of learning were assessed: general learning and 

specific learning. General learning can be seen with the infants' improved performance 

level from the first half of the session to the second. Specific learning concerns improved 

performance with repeated experience to the same objects. This connection with 

experience can be seen in the current study when reviewing the results showing that the 

older infants who had repeated exposure (or experience) to the same two deceptive 

objects throughout the session seemed to do better than the infants who were shown four 

different deceptive objects. It is possible that the repeated experience with the same two 
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objects allowed for learning opportunities with specific objects than in the other situation, 

which is more of a test of generalization to similar objects. 

Occasionally learning and development are used interchangeably, but learning is 

often considered a more active process than development. A child must remain actively 

involved in a task for learning to occur in a short period of time. Each individual must 

interact with the experimenter and the objects to gain knowledge about the object. On the 

other hand, development is a more of a naturally occurring growth in knowledge that can 

be more passi\ e and predictable. 

Learning can also be seen in other studies involving the appearance-reality 

disfincfion tasks. Flavell et al. (1981) suggest that training (i.e., repeated exposure) did 

not improve three-year-olds" perspective taking abilifies, but others suggest that learning 

did not occur because the tasks were developmentally inappropriate (Chandler & Hala, 

1994; Deak et al., 2003; Flavell et al., 1989; Gauvain & Greene, 1994; McCarty et al., 

2002; Sapp et al., 2000). They believe that simple changes in the task could show not 

only improvement in the completion of the task but also learning as well. In the infant 

literature cited, the work of Clifton et al. (1991) also showed short-term learning as the 

children associated a sound with an object and reached for a specific object in the dark 

rather than for the source of the sound. 

Memory and domain specific knowledge 

In their book The Usual Brain in Action, Milner and Goodale presented their 

theory of the purpose of the two visual streams leaving primary visual cortex. There is a 



dorsal stream, which goes to posterior parietal cortex, and a ventral stream, which goes to 

infero-temporal cortex. They proposed that the ventral stream corresponds to perceptual 

representations (i.e., object knowledge) and the dorsal stream corresponds to visuomotor 

control (Milner & Goodale, 1995, chpt.2). 

An important source for this theory was the performance of brain-damaged 

patients on visuomotor and perceptual representation tasks (Milner & Goodale, 1995, 

chpt.4 & 5). One patient, known as D.F., has visual form agnosia. Her brain damage is 

along the ventral stream pathway, leaving the dorsal stream intact. She has deficits in 

fomi perception, for example, in recognizing letters and digits. However, she does not 

have deficits in her visuomotor ability; she can reach out and grasp everyday objects with 

remarkable accuracy. Hence, although she is poor at the perceptual report of object 

qualities such as size and orientation, she is much better at using those same qualities to 

guide her actions. Patient D.F. shows strong temporal limitations in her visual coding for 

acfion. (Goodale, Jakobson, & Keillor, 1994). When asked to grasp different width 

objects, she scales her maximum grip aperture in proportion to the width of the object, 

just as non brain-damaged individuals do. However, when asked to view the different 

width objects, close her eyes for 2 s, then reach for them, she no longer scales her grip 

aperture to the width of the object. Hence, it appears that the visuomotor representation 

of an object in the dorsal stream remains for less than 2 s, after which adults must rely on 

the representation in the ventral stream to carry out an action. These results support the 

idea of modules that are responsible for domain specific learning. 

There is a remarkable consistency between the temporal results for patient D.F. 
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and the timing results for reach initiation among infants from our older age group. When 

infants in the older age group were going to make an appropriate grasp for the deceptive 

objects, the mean delay between when the room darkened and the reach started was 

1.61 s. When the same infants were to make an inappropriate grasp, the mean delay was 

2.36 s. These findings suggest that even the infants from the older age group may have 

trouble retaining a perceptual representation of the object to succeed in this task. Stated 

differently, they may have not yet formed a perceptual representation. Rather, they may 

have relied on visuomotor control to succeed at this task. Future research could control 

the time delay between when the room darkens and when the reach starts more 

systematically and incorporate older infants to explore this issue. 

For now though, it may be appropriate to conclude that infants are not forming a 

perceptual representation of the deceptive object that they can use to guide their reaching 

behavior. There may be severe time limitations on how long they can succeed on this 

task. Clarifying the link between adult theories of brain functioning based on the 

behaviors of brain-damaged individuals and brain/behavior development in infancy is one 

goal of this line of research. 

Limitations 

A few limitations were seen during the process of collecting and scoring data for 

this study. The first involved unexpected problems with a few of the objects. The circle 

with the knob, in particular, proved to be the most difficult. Since there were two 

locations on the object that allowed for successful grasps to occur (i.e., the knob and the 
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paper perimeter), it was difficult to decide whether a grasp of the glowing paper 

perimeter would be considered appropriate. Initially those involved in the study agreed 

to code trials in which the infant removed the object by the paper perimeter as mistrials. 

Once these trials were thrown out, all remaining trials were coded as appropriate reach 

attempts. This caused problems in interpreting the results of interactions with this object 

since correct reaching was at 100%. Further adjustments to this object may need to be 

made so that infants only have one possible location for grasping. Another problem was 

seen with the rectangle with a glowing perimeter (a non-deceptive large object). 

Occasionally an infant would reach for the center of the object rather than the glowing 

perimeter. This behavior may have occurred because the center of the object was painted 

white while the remainder of the object was painted with darker colors, giving the object 

a three-dimensional appearance. Hence, the center of the object (when viewed in the 

light) may have appeared to be a handle or closer point of access. While this object could 

have some possible visual depth mis-cues, the number trials in which children were 

"captured" by the center of this object were relatively few and this behavior had little 

impact on the results. 

Another issue was the wide range of ages of infants observed. The plan was to 

separate infants into a twelve-month-old and an eighteen-month-old group, but recruiting 

parents willing and able to participate within two weeks of the target date proved to be 

more difficult than anticipated. While the findings indicate that infants are aware of 

visually deceptive objects and can solve AR distinction tasks, it still remains to be seen at 
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what exact age this development occurs. Follow-up research should be conducted with a 

better defined range of ages. 

One problem of notable concern was the matter of stranger anxiety commonly 

seen in this age group. Even though most of the infants were kept in their familiar 

environment (i.e., daycare classroom) others were brought to the University research 

room. Some infants were with their mother or father while others relied on a teacher or 

even an experimenter to comfort them. The combination of these two factors proved to 

be problematic for several infants. The high levels of anxiety apparent in some infants 

due to being in a strange situation with unfamiliar adults may have prevented some from 

completing or even participating in the experiment. It is worth questioning whether 

parental involvement plus the comfort of a familiar environment would have increased 

the amount of data collected. 

The lack of control over the experimental location in some daycares caused 

additional concems because we were unable to always assure the complete darkness of 

the room and we were unable to control the noise level. Several of the daycare facilities 

provided rooms for the experimenters to use which had outside windows. Blackout 

material was purchased to solve this problem but we still had concerns that some outside 

light filtered into the room. Any light, once the room was darkened, could provide cues 

to the size and shape of the deceptive objects. In addition to lighting concerns, several of 

the rooms at the daycare centers were adjacent to other classrooms. The noise level in 

the experimental room caused some problems because infants could have become 
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distracted by the laughter/crying of other infants or by hearing the nearby voice of a 

familiar teacher. 

Conclusion 

Research on infant and young children's cognifive abilities is still inconclusive 

with respect to whether there are early competencies for certain abilities. Furthermore, 

even if certain abilities are innate, researchers remain at odds when discussing what age 

the abilities surface. Followers of Piaget's construcfivist theory suggest that infants do 

not have the knowledge available to complete tasks beyond responding to stimuli with 

reflexive actions (Flavell, 1986; Miller, 2002). Hence, they suggest that children are not 

capable of successful completion of the AR tasks until they are at least six years old 

(Flavell, 1986). Nativists and early competency supporters, on the other hand, propose 

that infants are bom with certain innate domain specific capabilities that allow them to 

complete specific cognitive tasks (Haliq, n.d.; Miller, 2002). They suggest that simply 

changing the AR tasks to account for language limitations will show that three and four 

year old children and even younger infants are cognizant individuals who are capable of 

distinguishing appearance from reality. 
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APPENDIX 

THE APPEARANCE-REALITY DISTINCTION 

IN INFANTS 
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APPENDIX A 

AR DISTINCTION STUDY SCORING MANUAL 

Notes 

Null Hypothesis: unless it is clear that the child is doing something else (i.e. 

pointing or pushing), consider their actions to be a grasp attempt 

If the experimenter runs the object into a child's hand/foot- mark as a bad trial 

If the experimenter moves the object in to close for a good reach to occur (i.e. 1 

to 3 inches from the child's body) - mark as a bad trial 

A trial is considered over once initial attempt is made, even if the object is not 

pulled off the dowel. 

Grasp location and appropriate/non-appropriate grasp are with regard to initial 

grasp only. 

Timing Measures 

Room dark time: 

• record as time when significant change in lighting is first seen 

Reach onset time: 

• defined as the reach that results in contact with the object 

if there is a (significant) pause in reaching, reach onset occurs after the 

pause 

- if the child first pushes/points at the object, then reach onset is recorded 
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as the reaching motion after the initial push/point (subject 18-01 is a good 

example of this - trials 7 and 8) 

- recorded as the forward movement of the grasping hand only! 

example: if child starts reaching with their right hand but then stops and 

continues movement with their left hand, then reach onset time is 

recorded as the time when the left hand moves forward towards object 

Contact time: 

• recorded as time when the child's hand (or fingers) first touches the object 

• contact time recorded for grasp attempts only (i.e. pushes and points don't 

count) 

• if there is no contact with the object, then code contact time as time when 

hand/fingers are closest to touching the object 

Appropriate grasp time (Correction time): 

• only used in non-appropriate grasp trials when a correction in grasp is 

made 

• record as time when hand/fingers first reach the object at the appropriate 

grasp location 

Categories of objects 

Non-deceptive/small object: 

• i.e. - smiley face (NSl); peace sign (NS2) 

• if child grasps object (with one or two hands), mark as a center/ 
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appropriate reach 

Deceptive/small object: 

• i.e. - ring with knob (DSl); circle with handle (DS2) 

• if the child's initial reach is towards the paper perimeter of the DSl object 

(ring with knob) and the object is removed from the dowel mark as a 

mistrial 

• if the child's initial reach is towards the glowing portion of the DS2 object 

(circle with handle), mark as a non-appropriate/perimeter reach 

- an additional attempt made towards the handle or the plastic 

perimeter of the object should be coded as a correction 

only code as a mistrial if child's initial grasp is towards the 

plastic perimeter of the object and the object is removed from the 

dowel 

Non-deceptive/large object: 

• i.e. - rectangle (NLl); target (NL2) 

• if child's inifial reach is at the glowing perimeter, mark as a 

perimeter/appropriate reach 

Deceptive/large object: 

• i.e. flower in rectangle (DLl); star in square (DL2) 

• if child's initial reach is towards the glowing center of the object - mark as 

a center/non-appropriate reach 

- an additional grasp attempt made towards the perimeter of the 
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object should be coded as a correction 

• if the child's inifial reach is towards the perimeter of the object - mark as a 

perimeter/appropriate reach 
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APPENDIX B 

RECRUITMENT LETTER 

Dear Parents: 

For the last 15 years, we have been conducting research with infants and young children. 
Some of the studies we have done have focused on the beginnings of tool use in infancy, 
the role of vision in controlling reaching and posture movements, and the development of 
future-oriented behaviors like anticipation and planning. We are writing to you at this 
time to describe our current project and to invite you and your child to parficipate. 

The purpose of the current project is to determine whether infants and toddlers are able to 
distinguish between the current appearance of an object and its reality. For example, 
when viewed through a magnifying glass, an object will look big when in reality it is 
much smaller. Previous research on this topic has assessed the appearance-reality 
distinction \ erbally, children were asked: "How does this object currently look to your 
eyes?" and "Is this object really and truly like that?" The results showed that children 
were not able to consistently answer those questions correct until they were about 5- or 6-
years-old. In the current study, we are assessing the distinction in infants and toddlers 
with reaching rather than by asking questions. Objects and toys are embedded with a 
glow-in-the-dark object. Children are shown the entire object in the light, the lights are 
turned off, and then they are presented with the object in the dark. Only the glowing 
portion of the object is visible. Children are videotaped to determine whether they reach 
for just the \isible portion of the object or for the enfire object. If they reach for the 
entire object, they are showing us by their actions that they can distinguish between 
current appearances and reality. 

Participafion in this study involves one visit of approximately 30 minutes to our lab in the 
Human Sciences building at Texas Tech University, or a 30 minute session at your 
child's daycare center. Free parking is provided at TTU; and the spaces are located near 
the building. Throughout the session, your child will be seated on your lap (or the 
teacher's lap), and his/her behavior will be videotaped. There are no discomforts or risks 
involved in this study, and parents and their children usually find the visit interesting and 
fun. At the end of the session, your child will receive a small gift of appreciafion, for 
example, a t-shirt and a certificate of appreciation. 

Our study depends on parents' help and participation, and we will be extremely grateful 
if you will be able to help us out. We will be contacfing you soon to see if you would 
like to help with our project, or to answer any questions you may have. However, if > ou 
would like to contact us to leam more about the study or to arrange an appointment 
quickly, please feel free to do so. You may call Mike McCarty at 742-3000 x237. Thank 
you very much for your consideration of our project. 
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Mike McCarty, Ph.D. i,. ^.. 

Assistant Professor of Human Development orduate' l.udent 
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APPENDIX C 

CONSENT FORM 

\^Z^y ^'''^ "'^ '̂ ^"^^"^ "̂̂ ' ""y 'Child's participafion in the project entitled" THE 
APPEARANCE-REALITY DISTINCTION. I understand that the objective of this 
project IS to better understand the development of multiple and competing representations 
in infants and young children. The person responsible for this project is Dr. Michael 
McCarty, telephone number 742-3000. and his authorized representative is Kim White. 

I understand that my child will be seated either on my lap or in a booster seat, and will be 
presented with glow-in-the-dark objects in the light and in the dark. My child will be 
encouraged to reach for these objects and his or her behavior's will be videotaped. I 
understand that we may discontinue our participation at any time, that there are minimal 
risks for participating in this project, and that there are no direct benefits to us for our 
participation. 

Information concerning payment for my participafion in this study has been explained to 
me as follows. 1 understand that we will not receive any monetary compensation for 
participating in this project. However, we will receive a certificate of appreciation and 
small gift (e.g., a lab t-shirt) for our efforts. These tokens of appreciafion are ours for 
showing up, and they will be given to us regardless of whether we choose to withdraw 
from the project. 

The risks have been explained to me in the following way. There are no risks associated 
with participating in this project beyond those expected in the normal course of everyday 
life. For example, m> child may become frightened in the dark. 

It has also been explained to me that the total duration of my participation will be 
approximately 45 minutes; that only Dr. McCarty and any assistants working directly on 
this project will have access to the videotapes and the data collected for this study; and 
that all data associated with this study will remain strictly confidential. 

Dr. McCarty has agreed to answer any inquiries 1 may have concerning the procedures 
and has informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review 
Board for the Protection of Human Subjects by writing to them in care of the Office of 
Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409. or by calling 742-
3884. 

If this research project causes any physical injury to us in this project, treatment is not 
necessarily available at Texas Tech University, nor is there necessarily any insurance 
carried by the University or its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial 
compensafion for any such injury must be provided through our own insurance program. 
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Further information about these matters may be obtained from Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, 
Senior Associate Vice President for Research, 742-3884, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas 
Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035. 

1 understand that my child may not derive therapeutic treatment from participation in this 
study, and that we may discontinue this study at any time we choose without penalty. 

Child's Name Birth Date 

Signature of Parent/Guardian or Authorized Representative Date 

Signature of Project Director or Authorized Representative Date 

Signature of Witness to Oral Presentation Date 
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APPENDIX D 

SCORING SHEET 

Appearance-Reality Study 
Kim's Masters 
Scoring Sheet 

Subject #: Scorer: 

Video (# and Time): Date Scored: 

Objects: Order: A B C D 
NS: Non-decepfive small (smiley face, peace sign) 
NL: Non-deceptive large (rectangle, target) 
DS: Deceptive, reach small (ring with knob, circle w/ handle) 
DL: Deceptive large (flower in rectangle, star in square) 

Comments: 

Tr I 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Object Room 
Dark 
Time 

Reach 
Onset 
Time 

First 
Contact 
Time 

Appropriate 
Grasp 
Time 

Grasp 
Location 

Appropriate 
NonApprop 

Comments 

J 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
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In presenting this thesis in partial fulfdlment of the requirements for a master's 

degree at Texas Tech University or Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, I 

agree that the Library and my major department shall make it freely available for 

research purposes. Permission to copy this thesis for scholarly purposes may be 

granted by the Director of the Library or my major professor. It is understood that any 

copying or publication of this thesis for financial gain shall not be allowed without my 

further written permission and that any user may be liable for copyright mfrmgement. 
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